
ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

CMO_Lee says:
::in sickbay::

EO_Devron says:
::begins delegating new rotations for station repairs::

Robert says:
::enters the bridge::OPS: any order from the Admiral Yet?

MOParadox says:
::In sickbay::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::sitting in the big chair on the USS Olympus::

OPSFowler says:
CO:Nothing yet sir.

FCO_Braun says:
%:: searching the decks of DS3 for injured personel ::

XO_Krust says:
:: transporting to deep space 3::

CTO_Terr says:
::walks up to CO with a PADD with the assigned security personnel:: CO: Sir, I've used up all of my security team for this and a few non essentials so I hope you won't need any coverage on the ship?

CMO_Lee says:
::begins to finish up medical report::

ADMWolfe says:
COM: Pharaoh:  All senior officers from the USS Pharaoh, report to the Observation Lounge of the USS Olympus for briefing

EO_Devron says:
*CEO*:I have the new rotations ready, repairs are ongoing....and welcome back, sir.

ADMWolfe says:
<@>

MOParadox says:
::making inventory of med suplys::

XO_Krust says:
% ::hears the hail and requests transport ::

CO_Ktarn says:
com:o:Acknowledged

CTO_Terr says:
::walks to TR::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::stands and heads over to the observation lounge::

CMO_Lee says:
MO: I am heading to the Olympus

CMO_Lee says:
::heads toward TR::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: hears the request for officers to report, contacts the Olympus for transport ::

MOParadox says:
Aye sir what would you like me to do in your absence?

CTO_Terr says:
::meets CMO in the corridor to the TR:: CMO: Hello Eric

CO_Ktarn says:
*All Hands*:Senior Officers to the Main Transport room.  Chief of the Boat you have the Conn

XO_Krust says:
@ ::materializes on the Olympus::

CO_Ktarn says:
::heads for the main transport room hoping he will not fall this time::

OPSFowler says:
::Secures her station for a replacement , then goes to TR::

EO_Devron says:
*XO*:Sir, I have completed the new repair rotations as per the Captain....I am putting Zimmerman in Acting Status here, heading to the transporter room...

EO_Devron says:
::Leaves engineering::

CTO_Terr says:
::walks onto the pad and waits to see if anyone else is coming for this transport::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: materializes aboard the Olympus, heads immediately for the observation lounge ::

EO_Devron says:
::Enters Transporter Room::

XO_Krust says:
@ com: EO: acknowledged

CMO_Lee says:
::walks in right after EO::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::paces silently, watching the officers assemble::

EO_Devron says:
::nods to CTO::

XO_Krust says:
@ heads towards observation lounge

CMO_Lee says:
::steps on pad::

OPSFowler says:
::Enters the TR to see everybody is almost there::

EO_Devron says:
CTO:Good Day, Sir.

CO_Ktarn says:
::enters the tr aand steps on the padd::all: ready?

MOParadox says:
::heads to Trasporter R1::

FCO_Braun says:
@ :: arrives at the observation lounge ::

CTO_Terr says:
::nods to Devron and fowler::

EO_Devron says:
CO:Ready.

FCO_Braun says:
@:: takes a look at the Admiral... this is the first time he has met him ::

OPSFowler says:
::Nods back to Terrance as she steps on the pad::

CTO_Terr says:
TR Technician: Energise!

ADMWolfe says:
@ FCO:   Have a seat.....

CO_Ktarn says:
::nodds to the chief::

EO_Devron says:
::materializes::

FCO_Braun says:
@  :: nods :: ADM:  Thank you, sir... :: takes seat ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::materialises on Olypus and heads for Observation lounge::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::Arrives on the Pharaoh::

XO_Krust says:
@enters observation lounge:: ADM: reporting as ordered Sir

CMO_Lee says:
::materializes on Olympus::

CO_Ktarn says:
<<Ack Olympus>>>

EO_Devron says:
:;looks at the Olympus' Pad::

CMO_Lee says:
@::heads for Observation Lounge::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::heads for the obs lounge::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::rather curtly::  K'rust:  have a seat.....

MOParadox says:
Arrives

EO_Devron says:
@:*TR*: CO and Party are safely onboard..

CTO_Terr says:
@::enters the Observation lounge and walks up to the Admiral:: AdmWolfe: Congratulations on your promotion Sir

FCO_Braun says:
@  :: notes the tone in the Admiral's voice as he addresses Commander K'rust ::

OPSFowler says:
::Follows the Captian::

XO_Krust says:
@ ::sits::

EO_Devron says:
@: Steps in line, one pace behind CO::

MOParadox says:
::sits::

ADMWolfe says:
@ ::looks at Terrance, rather coldly::  Have a seat Lieutenant.......

CO_Ktarn says:
::enters the lounge::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::see the admiral::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::motions for folks to sit::

CMO_Lee says:
@::enters Observation Lounge and takes a seat next to CTO Terrance::

EO_Devron says:
@::Walks at attention to the meeting table::

OPSFowler says:
A::Sits between Devron and Terrance::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::walks by the admiral::Good to see you again sir. dispit the conidtions

EO_Devron says:
@:ADM: Good Day, Sir. ::nods with reverence::

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  as you know, by order of the Federation council, Martial Law has been declared in New Prague.  As of right now, all Bajoran residents of the colony below are being rounded up for interment until the terrorist cell can be found.

EO_Devron says:
::waits for the Captain to sit::

CMO_Lee says:
@::tries not to fidget::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::heads for his seat which is againist the back wall in a corner::

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::stands near CO::

EO_Devron says:
::sits after the CO is seated:: (Protocal)

FCO_Braun says:
@:: thinks that martial law may be a bit harsh ::

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  I intend to surround the Bajoran sector of the city, and I intend to squeeze.  The only communication we have recieved from the terrorists is still a cryptic demand to release a citizen of Bajor....who we do not have in custody...and never have for that matter.

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  As of right now, the USS Pharaoh has been relieved of duty in this investigation.  Your actions have only excaserbated the situation, making a powder keg already explode......

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::looks at CO as Wolfe says this::

EO_Devron says:
::thinks to himself....OH #$@%%!::

XO_Krust says:
::looks startled::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::keeps his mouth shut::

CMO_Lee says:
@::listens patiently::

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  You are hereby assigned to repair and recovery duty aboard Deep Space 3.

FCO_Braun says:
@:: frowns slightly, but continues to listen ::

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  Any questions?

MOParadox says:
@::listens::

EO_Devron says:
@::looks directly at the Admiral, listens intently::

MOParadox says:
@ADM: I have a question sir

CO_Ktarn says:
@Wolfe: will be the only asset detialed to this task?

ADMWolfe says:
@  Paradox:  yes Ensign?

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::sits down, on a chair::

CO_Ktarn says:
<<ack will we be the only >>

MOParadox says:
@Adm:Will we be re assined to Paroah after we have compleater our mission?

OPSFowler says:
@:: Steals a glance at the other officers::

CMO_Lee says:
@::looks at MO::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::makes a note to have a talk with his MO::

ADMWolfe says:
@  MO:  You are still:  you are still serving aboard the Pharaoh....your ship has been taken off this investigation due to criminal incompetance.....and Captain, repair crews from your ship, the Olympus and what is left of DS3 are already hard at work.....we need every little bit of help

CTO_Terr1 says:
@AdmWolfe: Will you still require my security teams, Sir? Or can I detail them to rescue duty? ::stands up as he asks::

CMO_Lee says:
@::tries to remember when MO was a senior officer::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::gives Terrence a look as if to say "Have I dismissed you?"::  Your teams can aid in the rescue work aboard DS3.

EO_Devron says:
@ ADM:  Sir, we are round the clock operational, right now, Sir.  We are working on the critical systems first, Is there specifics I need to know about as Acting CEO?

CTO_Terr1 says:
AdmWolfe: Aye Sir ::sits down, blushing a little::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: has a feeling that something isn't right ::

ADMWolfe says:
@  EO:  The station is in shambles....partial emergency power has been restored....there are still a good many people unaccounted for.

CO_Ktarn says:
@::wants to bang his head on the desk repeatly...but refrains doing so::

ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  Anything else?

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::stays silent::

EO_Devron says:
@: ADM: We will utilize the Repair teams to locate survivors and catalog the crew

ADMWolfe says:
@ ::nods::  All:  Dismissed.....

OPSFowler says:
@::Slightly nudges Terrance with elbow::

FCO_Braun says:
@ADM:  Could I cooordinate some the evacuation efforts aboard the Olympus...?

CMO_Lee says:
@::Thinks "Yay!"::

CTO_Terr1 says:
@@::looks at Fowler::

EO_Devron says:
@ADM: in addition to the repair effort. ::stands at attention::

ADMWolfe says:
@ Braun: The Olympus is not equipped to handle casualties

OPSFowler says:
@::Mouths "trouble"::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::wonders if things can good worse..and if the Klingon Merchant fleet will take him::

ADMWolfe says:
@  Braun:  Casualties that are stable can be shipped planetside - critical cases can be stablized on ship...then moved

CO_Ktarn says:
<<<Ackk good could>>>

FCO_Braun says:
@ ADM:  Aye, sir...

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::acitvates a PADD and sits, reading some reports::

CMO_Lee says:
@::this situation reminds him of song with the devil guy on the mountain in Disney Fantasia::

CTO_Terr1 says:
@whispers to Ops: You should have been a security officer. With your sense for trouble, less red shirts would be dead

OPSFowler says:
@::Gives him an evil grin at that::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::wonders if his crew will pick up the hint a leave::

EO_Devron says:
::does an about-face and heads to the door::

ADMWolfe says:
@  ::looks up::  All:  I said dismissed......that Starfleet for "Get out"

CMO_Lee says:
::heads for the door and TR::

XO_Krust says:
::stands::

CSO_Hall says:
@::begins to leave::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: prepares to leave and walks up next to Fowler ::

EO_Devron says:
::pauses a moment and looks at the ADM::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::gets up and heads out the door::

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::walks out of the Observation lounge and taps combadge:: *Security*: Terrance to Security, you guys are ordered to stow your assault gear and get your butts over to the station to help in the resuce. Terrance out


EO_Devron says:
<ack> @

OPSFowler says:
@::Stands and readies to leave::

XO_Krust says:
@::heads for door::

ADMWolfe says:
@ ::looks at the EO::  EO:  Can I help you Ensign?  ::looks up from his PADD::

FCO_Braun says:
@  :: speaks lowly :: OPS:  I wonder if I can bounce and idea around with you...

CTO_Terr1 says:
@::notes Braun walking over to Ops and moves a little closer to Nancy::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::arrives in the O transpoter room::

CMO_Lee says:
@::arrives in TR and waits for the rest of the group::

CSO_Hall says:
@XO: Sir I guess I am with you.

OPSFowler says:
@FCO: Sure. 

EO_Devron says:
@:ADM: Just reflecting on the situation , Sir.  It is very troubling...

CO_Ktarn says:
@::Steps up onto a padd and wonders where the rest of his staff is::

FCO_Braun says:
@OPS: Lets walk... slowly...

CTO_Terr1 says:
@FCO: Sorry to butt in Jacob, but any luck with the assignment I asked you for?

XO_Krust says:
@ CSO: yes,let's move out. ::stands beside Captain on pad::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: begins to walk through the corridor ::

ADMWolfe says:
@  EO:  You've been dismissed Ensign......

OPSFowler says:
@::Slows down::

CO_Ktarn says:
@all: ready?

CSO_Hall says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Lee says:
@CO: Yes, sir.

EO_Devron says:
@Aye, Sir. Good day, Sir.

EO_Devron says:
::walks smartly from the OL::

CO_Ktarn says:
@::nods to the chief and all the Pharaoh Officer but Devron beam back::

FCO_Braun says:
@CTO:  Andrew... I was pulled away to come to this briefing... my last reading show several personel still aboard... but I did not run across them... maybe they are alreay aboard the Pharoah...

CO_Ktarn says:
::Arrives in the pharaoh tr::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  WORKER BEE AND SHUTTLECRAFTS ZIP AROUND DEEP SPACE THREE, FRANTICALLY TRYING TO PUT IT BACK TOGETHER

MOParadox says:
::arrives back at sickbay::

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives on Pharaoh::

CTO_Terr1 says:
@FCO: Thanks Jacob, anything you ever need, just ask

XO_Krust says:
::materializes beside Captain::

EO_Devron says:
@:: Steps on padd and energizes::

CMO_Lee says:
::heads for sickbay::

CO_Ktarn says:
XO: get your team togther.  I want you on the station Yesterday

CSO_Hall says:
::looks around in the Pharaoh transpoter room::

CTO_Terr1 says:
::steps off the pad::

OPSFowler says:
::BAxk on the Pharaoh betweem Braun and Terrance

XO_Krust says:
CO: yes Sir!

OPSFowler says:
::

CO_Ktarn says:
CTO: Your man are to assit medical and make sure their is no lotting going on

FCO_Braun says:
@OPS: Remember when we were initially investigating the terrorists aboard the Pharoah...?

EO_Devron says:
::materializes seconds after the others::

CTO_Terr1 says:
CO: aye Sir

CO_Ktarn says:
Ops: I want you on the bridge so there is coordination of effort

CO_Ktarn says:
::see his EO arrive::EO: about time MR

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye Sir

CTO_Terr1 says:
::walks to communication area of TR and relays orders to Security::

EO_Devron says:
CO: Sir, I have a question.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: I remember. And...

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives in sickbay and sees MO:: MO: Pack a medkit we are heading for the station.

CO_Ktarn says:
::lkooks annoyed::EO: What ENSIGN?

MOParadox says:
COM: aye :: picks up med kit and follows CMO::

ADMWolfe says:
COM:Pharaoh: We need an additional Doctor on the surface.....please release one Medical officer for duty planetside.

CTO_Terr1 says:
::notices the small storm around the CO and EO and backs off to converse with the TR Cheif::

FCO_Braun says:
:: after quickly transporting aboard the Pharaoh :: OPS:  I wonder if the computer database aboard the Olympus has any different information...?  Is there a discreet way to find out...?

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O:Aye

CMO_Lee says:
::heads for TR where the rest of Pharaoh crew are still are::

EO_Devron says:
CO: I have been a member of this crew for awhile now, we have always performed admirably, I don't understand the demeanor of the senior officers outside the Pharaoh and how they treat my Captain.

CO_Ktarn says:
*CMO*: send a medical Officer to the planet. I want you on the station ASAP

EO_Devron says:
CO: I am referring to the ADM and Cmdr Roth, Sir.

CMO_Lee says:
::walking beside MO:: *CO* Aye, sir.

CO_Ktarn says:
::even more annoyed::EO: THIS NOT THE TIME FOR THIS ENSIGN.  Get your gear and beam to the station

OPSFowler says:
FCO: I may have a few tricks to try. Any thing specific or just general< jakob?::

CMO_Lee says:
MO: Lucky you!  You are going to the planet.

XO_Krust says:
*Ship wide* CSO, FCO, OPS, CMO and CTO report for away duty. TR room 1

EO_Devron says:
CO: It is just suspect to me , sir.  I apologize, gear, Aye.

CO_Ktarn says:
FCO: I want you to lead the out side work on the station

MOParadox says:
CMO: Aye sir :: Arrives in TR::

CSO_Hall says:
::in tansporter room::

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives in TR, seeing no one has moved::

FCO_Braun says:
:: lowly :: could you cross reference everything about this sector, this colony, and all Bajoran terrorist activities... there may yet be more leads there...

FCO_Braun says:
CO: Aye, sir...

CTO_Terr1 says:
::walks over to the small armoury drawers and pulls out a Type II for the CSO, FCO and the others::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE MO IS BEAMED DOWN TO THE CO-ORDINATES PROVIDED BY THE OLYMPUS

EO_Devron says:
*ENG*: Have teams two thru five get underway immediately!!!!

MOParadox says:
::materialises::

CTO_Terr1 says:
::slips tricorder into belt and steps up onto the pad::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: I'll see what I find

OPSFowler says:
::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION: THE MO APPEARS IN THE MIDDLE OF A CITY STREET.......NOT TEN FEET IN FRONT OF HIM, A LINE OF STARFLEET SECURITY PERSONEL ARE HERDING BAJORAN'S INTO WAITING SHUTTLECRAFT

CSO_Hall says:
::gets a tricorder to take with him to the station::

CO_Ktarn says:
::arrives on the bridge::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  SEVERAL OTHER STARFLEET PERSONEL ARE EXCHANGING PHASER FIRE WITH AN UNSEEN ASSAILANT.....THE SHOUTING BARELY DROWNING OUT THE SOUNDS OF PHASER FIRE

MOParadox says:
::walks to person in charge:: PIC: I am MO Quew Paradoxon reporting for Duety

XO_Krust says:
ALL: ready people?

CTO_Terr1 says:
::waits patiently tapping his foot ont he pad, to a waltz by Berlioz::

CSO_Hall says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Terr1 says:
XO: Aye!

FCO_Braun says:
XO: Aye, sir...

XO_Krust says:
::checks phaser and tri-corder::

FCO_Braun says:
:: checks gear ::

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: contact the XO and get a status report

OPSFowler says:
::Leaves TR and goes to the bridge::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE OFFICER, A LIEUTENANT TURNS, A PHASER BLAST HITS THE PERMACRETE RIGHT BEHIND PARADOXON

CMO_Lee says:
TR Chief: Did you hear about ....

ADMWolfe says:
<PICLt>  ::hits the deck and raises phaser rifle::

XO_Krust says:
TR chief:energize

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye Sir. ::Contracts the XO for a staus report::

MOParadox says:
@:: spins around and begins to scan with tricorder

CTO_Terr1 says:
::nods to XO::

EO_Devron says:
::enroute to engineering::

ADMWolfe says:
@  <PICLt>  ::grabs Paradoxon::  Get down!

EO_Devron says:
::arrives::

EO_Devron says:
::downloads all maintenance requests and repair data::

MOParadox says:
@::takes cover and continuse to scan individual::

XO_Krust says:
%::materializes on deep space 3::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: materializes with the rest of the crew ::

CMO_Lee says:
::steps on pad and is materialized to DS3::

CSO_Hall says:
%::opens tricorder and begins to scan the area::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::materialises beside Krust::

CO_Ktarn says:
::feels usless::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::in a low tone:: XO: Sir, did you find your sister and daughter?

CMO_Lee says:
%::takes out med tricorder from his belt and begins to scan::

OPSFowler says:
COM:XO: Status report.

XO_Krust says:
%CTO/FCO: should we split up you are familiar with the damage Jakob.

EO_Devron says:
*ENG*: All Repair crews to away vessels and transporters, give status reports regularly in 30 minute intervals...

CSO_Hall says:
%XO:Sir we must be very careful so no one gets hurt again.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::looks around and cringes at the sights, blood stained walls etc::

XO_Krust says:
%COM: Pharaoh: we have arrived.

FCO_Braun says:
% XO:  Sir?  When I was last here sections 17 - 31 were completely gone for several decks...

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: any word yet?

XO_Krust says:
% CSO agreed

CTO_Terr1 says:
%FCO: How many were reported in those sections?

OPSFowler says:
CO: Thay have arrived sir

EO_Devron says:
*CO*:Sir, All repair crews and Rescue Teams from Engineering are away.  I am departing the for the station.

MOParadox says:
@ INdividual: you are going to be ok. :: drages him/her behind neer wall:

FCO_Braun says:
%CTO:  It is hard to say... best estimate 200 - 300, a lot of it was commercial shops... Mc Minleys was down there...

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: find out how long he thinks it will take to get the station operational.  Also have him locate the Station's CO or XO

XO_Krust says:
%ALL: let's stay together for now,Will do you read any life signs?

CTO_Terr1 says:
%Aloud: Damn, that;s where most of the civilians would have been

CO_Ktarn says:
::gets a thought::

CMO_Lee says:
%::standing near FCO & CTO, silently listening::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::begins to worry about Lorna and Davie::

EO_Devron says:
::enters shuttle bay and boards the repair craft::

MOParadox says:
@:: crawls back out to see if anyone elce is hurt::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: rests hand on CTO's shoulder :: CTO:  We will find them...

XO_Krust says:
%::nods and frowns at the CTO::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE BAJORAN AREA OF NEW PRAGUE HAS SLIPPED INTO RIOTING...THE SOUNDS OF PHASER FIRE IS HEAVY IN THE AIR

CO_Ktarn says:
::opens a secure channel to the O::COM:O:This is Captain K'tarn please inform the Admiral that I wish to speak with him

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye. COM:XO: Sir the Captian would like a time frame for getting the station operational again. Also, look for the statioons CO and or XO

EO_Devron says:
*BRIDGE*:  Repair craft to Dock Master, we are departing the shuttle bay, thrusters only.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::draws phaser at a scurrying sound and shouts:: Looter: People are dead around here, don't add yourself to that list!

EO_Devron says:
*DM*: We are clear....

XO_Krust says:
% COM: Pharaoh: acknowledged

ADMWolfe says:
COM:  P:  K'tarn:  What can I do for you Captain?

CSO_Hall says:
%::scans::XO:Commander I cannot tell. The power fluctuations make reading life signs very difficult

CTO_Terr1 says:
%<Looter>::heres the security officers shout and hurries away::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  TWO BAJORAN YOUTH'S SPOT THE MO......SHOUTING CURSES IN BAJORAN, THEY PICK UP A COUPLE OF STICKS AND RUSH HIM

XO_Krust says:
%all: let's head for ops

FCO_Braun says:
%CSO:  I had the same trouble... you can't read them until you are almost on top of them...

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O: Sir I was wonder if any one has tried running a computer check on any the names the terriorst have giving use

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Damn scavangers

MOParadox says:
@:: doges them and goes into a role about 3 feet to the right::

XO_Krust says:
CTO: we must find Captain Mc Kendra. let's move out

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::follows the XO and heads to Ops::

XO_Krust says:
:%

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  They have Captain......the person they want released is the Bajoran Vedek Que-Shea, an advocate for Bajoran independence and neutrality....by any means nessecary.

FCO_Braun says:
%:: heads for OPS ::

CSO_Hall says:
%XO: Sir, I suggest we use our tricorders to see week spots in the deck and to search for survivors with our eyes.

ADMWolfe says:
@ ::Bajoran1::  ::swings stick and nearly connects with the side of the MO's skull::

MOParadox says:
@::Phaser on stun aims at attackers:: Attackers: put them down

XO_Krust says:
%CSO: very well, use extreme caution in all respects

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: You know, if we could get some of our engineers over here, they could try and get the internal sensors online without screwing around outside first

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO:Finding the wounded is more important than rebuilding a thing

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  But we dont have him...never have, not to say that his freedom caused some friction between the Federation and Bajoran governments......

CMO_Lee says:
%::decides to head up toward the highest area of damage::

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O: and do we know his wareabouts?

CSO_Hall says:
%XO:Aye sir::modifies tricorder so weak spots can be detected::

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  No...he made a living avoiding the Cardassians.....we think he is on Bajor

XO_Krust says:
% CTO: very true Andrew, we may be able to do it ourselves from ops

FCO_Braun says:
%::arrives in OPS, begins to work with malfunctioning COM system ::

ADMWolfe says:
@  <Bajroan1>  ::dodges::
<Bajoran2>  ::swings stick, connecting in the middle of the MO's back::

EO_Devron says:
@*ENG*: Have computer systems in Docking Ring 2 on stand by, prepare for internal docking computer power test on my mark.....five...four..three...two....mark...

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O:May i suggest that some one looks into his wearabouts he could be the key to stopping this with out more violance

XO_Krust says:
%CSO: keep an eye out for land mines, Will.

FCO_Braun says:
%<COM>EO:  Ensign Devron...?  Are you still on the outside of the station...?

XO_Krust says:
% ::moves cautiously::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: I'm good, but I've never repaired something like a station's internal sensors. Took em offline for a certain, well, I won't get into that, but it is still a tough job for unskilled ones like us. Be quicker if theres an engineer

CSO_Hall says:
%XO:Aye sir.

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  We are already doing that....anything else?

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::looks at XO with a twinkle in his eye::

CMO_Lee says:
%::arrives in section 15::

MOParadox says:
COM: Assitance needed on planet

MOParadox says:
:: fiers at attackers

CMO_Lee says:
%::scans rumble for lifesigns::

EO_Devron says:
@*FCO*:Negative, have boarded the station, Power test of docking ring was a wash... The internal docking systems are still having trouble holding a power flow.  EPS systems are messy at best....still working..

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O:No sir just a request that if he is not found once the station is back up on its feet that the Pharaoh is assigned to the task of locatiing him

ADMWolfe says:
@  <Bajoran1>  ::gets hit and slumps down::
<Bajoran2>  ::flees::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: hears the EO's report ::

EO_Devron says:
@*FCO*: How are the external reports thus far?

OPSFowler says:
CO: Sir the MO is requesting ASSITIANCE PLANETSIDE

FCO_Braun says:
%*EO*: I am getting the work bees to seal up all the hull breaches now...

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: realy to the O. thy are incharge of planet side operations

CO_Ktarn says:
<<ack rellay>>>

MOParadox says:
@:: pulls stick from rioter and asseses self damage::

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Relays message to Olympus::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::sees the Ops sign up ahead::

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  K'tarn:  people are a;ready looking into it...with how you have handled this situation, putting you on Bajor could be downright detrimental to the current Bajoran/Federation treaty.  Anything else, Captain?

XO_Krust says:
%::stands in front of an access panel:: All: this Jeffreys tube should take us to ops

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O: no sir

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::Climbs in first, checking for traps::

FCO_Braun says:
%<COM>WorkBees:  Seal up hull breaches for sections 17 - 31 on decks 8, 9, 10, 11...

EO_Devron says:
@*FCO*:Copy that, watch for escaping debris, internal forcefields are fluctuating on all decks, power flow is intermittent.

ADMWolfe says:
$  ::closses transmission::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: It's clear Sir, come on in

CO_Ktarn says:
::calls up his fathers private com channel and encrpty sequance..and sends it to ops::

XO_Krust says:
%CTO: is it clear all the way up?

MOParadox says:
@::finds that he can move but is in great pain:: :: Is not going to risk moveing untill nessesary

XO_Krust says:
% All: lets move out.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Hang on, I can see a faint light, but I don't know if its partially blocked oor just a long distance

CMO_Lee says:
%*CSO*: Could you please come to my coordinates.

ADMWolfe says:
@  <SFSecOfficer>  ::finds the MO::  MO:  You alright?

FCO_Braun says:
%:: watches the viewscreen as it shows the work bees flitting around ::

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS:Open a channel on those specs and transmit the follow message...sends a message to ops stations request his father to look ito the information that he just discused with admiral Wolfe::

MOParadox says:
@ ADM: My back hurts sir but I think a am ok

CSO_Hall says:
%XO:Sir the CMO aquires my assistance.  Do you wish for me to stay here or assist him?

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye Sir ::Does as th eCaptian says::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::the AT hears the CTO scurry up the JT, a yelp, then a curse, then a phaser whine, then the CTO shouts:: All clear now, watch the laddar rungs, the phaser made em hot

XO_Krust says:
%CSO: go ahead Will, give the doctor a hand

OPSFowler says:
CO: Sent sir. 

CSO_Hall says:
%XO: Aye sir.

MOParadox says:
@:: makes his way over to other people injured and starts scaning them::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::continues on up the JT and boots out the hatch at the end:: XO: I'm out sir, you can come on up

ADMWolfe says:
$  ::notices the Pharaoh CO is sending a message...thanks to the high powered encryption devices mounted on the Olympus::

XO_Krust says:
%::climbs up behind CTO::

CSO_Hall says:
%*CMO*Doctor this is Hall where are you located?

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: and see if Mr Krust found Mckendra yet

FCO_Braun says:
%:: the WorkBees appear to handle the repairs well, panel showing emergency forcefields dropping as breaches are sealed up ::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::wipes sweat iff brow anc calls down:: XO: Careful, remember the hot rungs

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye

Shahn is now known as Phill.

CMO_Lee says:
%*CSO*: Deck3, Section 15.

XO_Krust says:
%:: clients in to ops::

OPSFowler says:
COM:XO: Have you found McKendra yet?

EO_Devron says:
@*ENG*:Reroute the power flow to the main conduits, let's see if this system will hold the power flow .

CSO_Hall says:
%*CMO* I am on my way Doctor. Hall out.

ADMWolfe says:
@  <SFSecOfficer>  ::helps the MO up::  C'mon, we've got some wounded.....

FCO_Braun says:
%:: taps on the computer console for manaul input of commands, disables voice ::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::looks around the room for signs of life, yelling: Commander McKendra?

CMO_Lee says:
%::finds lifesign under 2 meters of bulkhead::

EO_Devron says:
::Power flow brings up the green light across the board.

MOParadox says:
@:: Begins to scan others::

XO_Krust says:
% COM: Pharaoh: we have just arrived at station operations: update forthcoming

CSO_Hall says:
%::makes his way slowly but surely to Deck 3, section 15::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: requests the computer to remotely access the database on the Olympus ::

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  STATION OPS IS IN SHAMBLES...THE MAIN POWER CONDUIT HAVING BLOWN OUT IN THE EXPLOSION

EO_Devron says:
%::Power flow shows steady at 72%::

FogDragon says:
gee sounds bad

CMO_Lee says:
%::tries to find a way to the person::

EO_Devron says:
::System fails after only 20 seconds.....::

CSO_Hall says:
%::omes upon the Doctor:: CMO: Well Lee that is not a trip I would like to make.

ADMWolfe says:
COM:P:  Captain K'tarn, report to my ready room immediately

MOParadox says:
@:: has managed to clear a small area for the wounded and id healing them::

CO_Ktarn says:
::wonders if he should apply for the klingon defense force::

CO_Ktarn says:
COM:O: aye

XO_Krust says:
%:: begins scanning for life signs::

CO_Ktarn says:
OPS: you have the conn

OPSFowler says:
CO: The XO is just now arriving at the staion OPS

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: If you didn't like that you are not going to like this...

OPSFowler says:
CO:Aye

FCO_Braun says:
%:: instructs the computer to cross reference terrorist organizations with this sector and New Prague colony ::

CO_Ktarn says:
::exits the bridge and heads for the TR::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::walks over to some debris and sees a foot sticking out:: XO: SOmeones underhere Sir, can you give me a hand?

EO_Devron says:
%*ENG*:Reset power to auxilliary again, get a team down to the operations stations and check where the loss occurred.

CO_Ktarn says:
::Arrives in tr and steps on the padd::

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: Why don't I like the sound of that?

ADMWolfe says:
$  ::gets another report...this time of unauthorized access to the Olympus' computers::

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: There is someone stuck under about 2 meters of bulkhead, that had crushed them.

XO_Krust says:
%::moves to help Andrew::

MOParadox says:
@:: manages to stablise most of people::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::Tries to lift the peice of debris, grateful of Krust's help::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: feedback indicates Olympus computers alerted ::

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: This area is too unstable to blast our way to him or her.

MOParadox says:
@COM: If it is ok I would like to bring some of the wounded to sickbay

CO_Ktarn says:
$::beams aboard the O and is greeted by a PO who takes him to the Admiral's RR::

CO_Ktarn says:
$::rings the bell to the Admiral RR::

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: What is thier condition? condition?

FCO_Braun says:
%:: reroutes data access through different access node ::

XO_Krust says:
%::squats and concentrates then lifts mightily::

ADMWolfe says:
COM: Pharaoh:  Hold position.......any attempt to leave the area, any crew beaming off the ship without authorization from the Olympus, and you will be fired upon....

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::shouts as the debris falls to the side, then looks at the figure underneath::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Is that Commander McKendra?

CO_Ktarn says:
$::Waits for the admirals repley::

OPSFowler says:
COM:Olympus: We read you loud and clear

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: Not good.  Internal bleeding, broken bones.  Not good at all.

ADMWolfe says:
$ Door:  Come

FCO_Braun says:
%:: finds report on Que-Shea... cross references with other freedom fighter and special ops, uses different access node ::

CO_Ktarn says:
$::Enters the ready and stand at attention in front of the admiral desk::Wolfe: Captain K'tarn reporting as ordered sir

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS K'TARN ENTERS THE READY ROOM, TWO SECURITY OFFICERS BRING PHASER RIFLES TO BEAR ON K'TARN......

MOParadox says:
@:: waiting for pharo to respond

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: Okay, we are going to have to get the person out the hard way.  I knew I should work out more often.

CO_Ktarn says:
$::see the guards with rifles and ingored them::

CMO_Lee says:
%::sets to work::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::looks to XO as he has never seen DS3s commander::

CSO_Hall says:
%::reaches down and begans to lift the rubble out to free the person::

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: Help me Lee.

CO_Ktarn says:
$::Waits for the admiral to respone still at attention::

OPSFowler says:
::While keeping an eye on the XO and team, She begins to run a special program::

EO_Devron says:
%*FCO*:Status report, sir.? Any pertinent information to the effort?  ::adds subtle hint in Terr. search)

ADMWolfe says:
$  K'tarn:  I understand you just sent a message to your Father.......I told you, we have people looking into Vedek Que-Shea.......I am hereby relieving you of duty as Commanding Officer of the USS Pharaoh.  Until furhter notice, consider yourself under house arrest in the New Prague colony........

XO_Krust says:
%COM: K'rust to Pharaoh: we have found Captain MC Kendra: lock on to my signal and beam directly to sick bay.

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: May I asked why sir?

XO_Krust says:
% ::places comm badge on the injured man::

FCO_Braun says:
% :: disengages computer access, send a burst data transmission to Fowler's console ::

EO_Devron says:
%*ENG*:Call in status reports all teams....

ADMWolfe says:
$  K'tarn:  Insubordination and Conduct Unbecoming.  Your pips and communicator please

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Tricorder indicates noone else alive in Ops

CMO_Lee says:
%::helps CSO pick up a large piece of debris::

OPSFowler says:
COM:XO: The CO has beamed to the Olympus sir. ::Orders the TR to transport McKendra to Sickbay::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: I'll attempt to bring the internal sensors online

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: How much furthur until we can have the PHARAOH beam the person out?

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: Probably about another half a meter.

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: sir this is highly irreglur, as for insubrodition you did not order me not to talk to anyone. Nor can you relieve me of Command with out another Flag officer begin present even with marital law begin declared

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO: Okay lets hurry.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::walks over to the Ops Engineering station and wishes that he'd llistened to CEO Von Kriegs lectures

CTO_Terr1 says:
:

CTO_Terr1 says:
:

FCO_Braun says:
%:: taps com badge :: OPS:  Braun to Fowler...?

OPSFowler says:
COM:FCO: Yes Braun?

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Give me a minute Sir and I might be able to get this thing working partially

CSO_Hall says:
%CMO:Lee, when we get the person free, please beam to the Pharaoh with him. He will need a good doctor.

FCO_Braun says:
*OPS*  Keep that data secure... we can follow up on it when it is safer..

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::proceeds to input commands and short very dangerous voltage wires::

ADMWolfe says:
$  ::tosses K'tarn a padd::  That is the orders from Starfleet Command and the Federation.....it says that I have the ultimate authority in regards to getting Deep Space 3 online, and the apprehension of the terrorists.  Because this area is under martial law, under starfleet operating procedures 113490-1a paragraph 3 <CONT>

OPSFowler says:
COM:FCO: It's very secure Jakob.

CTO_Terr1 says:
*OPS*: Nancy, can you give me a sensor scan to tell if my repair jobs appear to be working?

CMO_Lee says:
%CSO: That should be enough. COM:Pharaoh: Please beam me and the injured directly to sickbay.

ADMWolfe says:
$ K'tarn:  The paragraph reads: should an area be placed under martial law, all communications shall be monitored.  It is within my authority to remove you from command until I see fit to return you to duty, and I can find out why you would contact your father in the investigation of the Vedek, when it is not in your jurisdiction any more

OPSFowler says:
*CTO*: Aye Terrance

CSO_Hall says:
%::after the doctor leaves:: *XO*Ltjg Hall to Commander Krust.

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE MO APPEARS IN THE PHARAOH SICKBAY

XO_Krust says:
%CTO: if we reroute the secondary array the two together may give us internal sensors

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: I understand that sir. but when martial law is delcare iut take a minmual of three Flag officer of the rankl of captain or higher to remove a captain from command to proven anyone from taking advtange of the situations.  As i recall You, captain Mckendra and myself are the only flag officer in the sector at this time and he has not <cont>t

CO_Ktarn says:
Wolfe: found yet

OPSFowler says:
*CTO* Sensors say no

MOParadox says:
::Helps injured on to table::

XO_Krust says:
% *CSO* go ahead Will

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::Curses and kicks the panel:: *Ops*: How about now Nancy?

FCO_Braun says:
%:: continues to monitor work bees as they repair hull breaches ::

OPSFowler says:
*CTO* Works now

CMO_Lee says:
%COM:*OPS* Beam two to beam up.

CSO_Hall says:
%*XO* I am returning to your position. You are in Ops right.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::hears the hum of the console coming to life:: *OPS*: Thanks Nancy, I'll buy you a drink later

OPSFowler says:
*CMO* Aye.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: The Sensors are online

EO_Devron says:
%*FCO*: We have isolated power to docking ring 3, if you could try it out on your earliest convenience, We can check the link ups.

ADMWolfe says:
$  K'tarn: you must have missed the point in which I stated I have supreme command in this mission........by order of Starfleet Command and the Federation.....If I want to remove you from Duty...I WILL REMOVE YOU FROM DUTY!  I WANT YOUR BADGE, I WANT YOUR PIPS, AND I WANT YOU OFF MY SHIP!  NOW!

OPSFowler says:
*CTO* I'm going to hold you to that Dave

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: as for contact my father I simple place a request with him to send any information he may have. to foward to you

OPSFowler says:
Andrew

FCO_Braun says:
%*EO* Yes, Mr. Devron... :: taps the console to check the links...

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: I am sorry sir but I can not complie with an ileagel order sir.

XO_Krust says:
%CSO: come on up. we need your assistance getting internal sensors online.

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Begining an internal scan now Sir

ADMWolfe says:
$  Security:  Escort K'tarn to the brig

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::prays that this works::

CSO_Hall says:
%*XO*Aye sir.:: on his way::

EO_Devron says:
%*FCO*:you may attempt to dock at any time, we are standing by...

CMO_Lee says:
::materializes in sickbay::

OPSFowler says:
::Sets up the program to get any info. fromthe Olympus computer and then Erase any trace of it's being there::

MOParadox says:
:: informs CMO of situation::

CO_Ktarn says:
$::turns to securtiy::Seecutyi: per regualar if you follow that order you can ber court martialed

CMO_Lee says:
::begins to operate on the injuried man he brought in::

CSO_Hall says:
%::arrives in Ops::

ADMWolfe says:
$  <Sec1>  :;raises his phaser rifle, the whine of the weapon evident in the quiet room::

XO_Krust says:
::stands in front of  sensor readout:: CTO:I'm getting minimal readings.

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: If you get two other flag officer to agree to your decuition I will follow your order not till then

FCO_Braun says:
%*EO*  The link ups all show green except #2 and #7... they are still red...

CSO_Hall says:
%XO: I am here sir. What di=o youy want me to do.

ADMWolfe says:
$ K'tarn:  Then you'll wait in the brig......

XO_Krust says:
%CTO: boost power.

EO_Devron says:
%*FCO*:roger that, we are compensating, stand by..

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: That's becuase a boot isn't a good repair tool ::says it in a rough tone, then realises it:: Sorry Sir

XO_Krust says:
% CSO: watch for over loads in the internal sensor array

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::increases power::

CO_Ktarn says:
$Ktarn: I can not allow that.  I here by demand My right to contact Starfleet Command

FCO_Braun says:
%:: taps for computer access to the Olympus through a hidden transponder code ::

CMO_Lee says:
::stops the internal bleeding and begins to set the broken bones::

ADMWolfe says:
$  K'tarn:  denied

CSO_Hall says:
%XO: Aye sir::walks to a panel and watches the internal sensor array::

CTO_Terr1 says:
%XO: Increasing power Sir

FCO_Braun says:
%:: checks board again :: *EO*  There... they now all show green ...

EO_Devron says:
%*XO*:Sir, we are past our watch call time frame, has anyone heard from the Captain...?

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wofe: you can not denie that by regulation. In doing so you vaild my claim of an ileagel order

XO_Krust says:
% CTO: if we can do this, Andrew. we may be able to locate some important people to us. ::grins::

ADMWolfe says:
$  <Sec2>  ::taps communicator:: Chief....beam the prisoner to the brig.....

FCO_Braun says:
%:: requests for the computer to show any Starfleet officers who have had assignments with Freedom fighters of Special Ops ::

MOParadox says:
::continues working in sickbay::

ADMWolfe says:
$  K'tarn:  You never bothered to read the orders.......

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  K;TARN DISAPPEARS IN A TRANSPORTER BEAM...

CO_Ktarn says:
$Wolfe: What orders??

CTO_Terr1 says:
%::grinns back at XO:: You give me your family's blood group and I'll find em

ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  AND REAPPEARS IN THE BRIG...A FORCEFIELD ALREADY IN PLACE

EO_Devron says:
%*XO*: Did you copy last transmission?

ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

